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From EFT to simplified models
EFT provide a very simple way to express 
experimental limits (only one parameter)
The validity of EFT approach is controversial.
Some interesting scenarios are not described by
EFT.

EFT analysis should be complemented by the use of simplified
models.
Increased number of parameters.
It is still possible to profit of complementarity with DM 
searches.
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Direct Detection

Relic density
Indirect Detection

LHC

Light enough mediators can be
on-shell.
Further complementarity with
LHC searches of visible decay
channels (“resonances“) 



Z´ scenarios are a popular benchmark for new physics searches at the LHC.
Typically arise in U(1) extensions of the SM.
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Rather straighforward to implement in GUT frameworks

Possible explanation of recent Diboson excess
(ATLAS collaboration 1506.00962, Hisano et al 1506.03931, Brehemer et al. 1507.00013)
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Dark Z´ models
General implementation:

Han et al. 1308.2738

DM phenomenology relies on vectorial and axial 
combinations.



The pair annihilation cross-section can be expressed in terms of observable 
quantities, i.e. DM scattering cross-sections.

s-wave or p-wave dominated according the nature of the DM coupling

Possible constraints from ID

DD constraints the relic
abundance of DM.

Prediction of the value of
the scattering cross-section
from the requirement the
DM is thermal.

Correlation between relic density and DD
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Different Z` realizations might be distinguished by measuring both components of the DM 
scattering cross-section.
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Factors depending on the
couplings with the fermions and
the detector material
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Very severe limits from direct detection (LUX) imply:

Correct relic density requires:

Prediction for the SD cross-section:
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Limit on SD cross-section can probe 
thermal Dark matter up to O(150-
200) GeV.
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High invisible branching fraction:

monojet searches

Low Invisible branching fraction

Resonance searches

Complementarity with collider searches

Amount of invisible branching fraction
depends on DM phenomenology.
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Non null invisible branching fraction (allowed
by DM relic density)
alter the limits on the mass of the Z‘ from
searches of resonances.
(See also G.A. et al, 1401.0221)



(G.A., Y. Mambrini, C. Weniger in preparation)

GC signal for Z`

Freeze-out

Now
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Conclusions

Z‘ models represent a class of simple but theoretically motivated
extension of the Standard Model.

Complementarity of DM constraints can allow to disentangle
possible Z‘ realizations.

DM interactions impact current collider constraints and
prospects for future detection.



Back up



Correlation with Relic density

Away from thresolds and resonances the annihilation cross-section can be velocity expanded

s-wave contribution. 
Constant between freeze-
out and present times

p-wave contribution. 
Sizable at freeze-out 
negligible at present times.

Contemporary fit of the GC excess and of the DM relic density requires s-wave dominated cross-
section.
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DD for Z´

Factor accounting for
isospin violation
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High DM masses. LUX limit
implies
low invisible branching fraction. 
LHC Dilepton limit
applies (indipendent from DM 
mass)

Weaker limits in 
presence of
axial couplings

Low DM masses. Sensitive invisible branching fraction
allowed. LHC limits should be modified.

(courtesy of Bryan Zaldivar)
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